
Town of Brookline Streamlines 
Communications in Real-Time 
During Pandemic Emergency



Situation Analysis

● As the seriousness of the COVID-19 pandemic became apparent, the Town of 
Brookline and municipalities like it were unprepared for the targeted outreach 
and resources the emergency demanded, while also fulfilling its emergency 
management obligations

● The town website was ill-equipped to serve as a comprehensive resource for the 
rapidly evolving nature of the pandemic

● Brookline contracted JGPR to support its general communications efforts as the 
state of emergency began in Massachusetts and throughout the U.S. 

● While JGPR dove into crafting press releases and other messaging elements to 
support the Town of Brookline, it was apparent that the town’s website, 
Brooklinema.gov, was falling short in supplementing this effort

● It was clear a holistic, dedicated approach was needed to meet information 
demands
○ The dedicated COVID-19 page on the town website was simply a running list of 

content the town and JGPR had produced up to that point, with no clear way to find 
key resources or various pieces of information that were published separately

● Town leaders and staff were stretched thin already as they were transitioning to 
remote work, attempting to coordinate emergency meetings via untested virtual 
platforms and trying to stay ahead of state guidance and stop the spread of a 
deadly virus



Objectives

● Above all, JGPR sought to quickly and effectively launch a 
streamlined COVID-19 portal for the Town of Brookline

● The town needed to present diverse information and resources 
in a user-friendly way
○ What they had was not working
○ The town’s social platforms, which were all managed by different 

staff serving different departments, also needed to be leveraged 
and streamlined -- especially in the early days of the crisis

● JGPR and the Town of Brookline wanted to create a resource 
that could quickly evolve, without adding additional work to 
staff’s plates, and remain timely as the pandemic progressed

● JGPR wanted to create a page that would have staying power 
beyond the pandemic

● Brookline needed a website that could bring answers to 
different questions under one umbrella
○ Residents should be able to find general public health information, 

school/remote learning information & news about their 
community’s response in one place



Objectives 

● A core concern was meeting the needs of an extremely 
engaged community with high expectations 
○ Brookline’s population is approximately 59,000
○ The most popular resident Facebook group Brookline Townwide 

Discussion has 6,200 members and averages 50 posts per day
● Put a stop to fractured messaging by creating a “checkpoint” 

between individual department priorities and the public
○ At the beginning, individual departments were sharing unofficial 

resources from board members or the internet
○ JGPR and top town staff needed to ensure that information 

being provided to the public was vetted and valid
● BrooklineCOVID19.com needed to allow JGPR and town 

leaders to make information accessible to residents 
● Showcase the consistent effort the town, with JGPR’s help, 

was making to keep the community informed
● The site needed to answer the core questions residents had: 

○ How prevalent is COVID-19 in Brookline today?
○ What steps should my family and I be taking?
○ How do I know if I have COVID-19?
○ What steps is the town taking to stop the spread?
○ How can I get help navigating this time at home?
○ How can I help those in need?



Strategy

● Early on: Produce daily, holistic updates summarizing the status of 
COVID-19 in Brookline, from public health guidance to service impacts

● Site was developed over the course of 24 hours. During that time:
○ Businesses closed
○ Schools closed
○ Playgrounds/town facilities were closed
○ Residents statewide were placed under a stay-at-home advisory
○ JGPR was on-site at Brookline Town Hall, developing the page in close 

coordination with town and public health leaders

● Position the town as a leader in key areas 
○ Brookline was the first of a dozen JGPR client towns to launch a standalone 

COVID-19 portal

● Create accessible menus with key topics residents wanted/needed to 
know:
○ Case numbers
○ Town efforts/mandates (face covering mandate, expanded sidewalks, 

symptoms, testing)
○ Key resources for residents and businesses

● Create a site that was accessible across platforms, ensuring it was both 
mobile and desktop friendly

BrooklineCOVID19.com as it appeared on 3/25/20



Strategy
● JGPR utilized multiple assets & approaches to launch BrooklineCOVID19.com

○ The Select Board hosted an emergency public Q&A on March 17, 2020. The launch of BrooklineCOVID19.com was 

timed to coincide with this event. 

○ Presenters at the forum were instructed to repeatedly mention the site, driving traffic in the early hours and days 

after launch

○ The town website prominently featured the site & redirected existing COVID-19 related pages to the new portal

○ The  Q&A was promoted via (and embedded within) the site itself

■ The first publicly-shared post on the site was the meeting link, immediately followed by the press release 

announcing its launch

○ BrooklineCOVID19.com is connected to and automatically publishes across more than a dozen town social media 

accounts

● In the early days of the pandemic, “Need to know” posts with the latest information from the town were 

shared on the site and on social media every morning, raising awareness of the website

● BrooklineCOVID19.com features email subscription technology that Brooklinema.gov lacked

● JGPR produced daily press releases from the town, which are cross-posted on BrooklineCOVID19.com
○ All new information led the releases, along with “In Case You Missed It” content at the bottom of each release/post

● JGPR embedded video from Brookline Interactive Group and others, including forums for business owners 

and key public meetings, to provide stakeholders with information they needed amid uncertainty

● The town utilized the site to raise awareness of resources for businesses, the unemployed, and those in 

need of assistance

● The town made large contributions to a “safety net” fund, and leveraged BrooklineCOVID19.com to raise 

awareness of and donations to the fund

● Updates are made regularly based on real-time feedback from town leaders and residents, as well as daily 

updates of case data

The “cases” page 
as of 4/28/20

The 
“cases” 
page as of 
3/19/21



Results Documentation

● In one year, BrooklineCOVID19.com has approximately 594,000 views and 1,600 email 
subscribers
○ Brookline has a population of about 59,000 people. That averages to 10 visits per resident over 

the course of the pandemic
○ The site has been live 100% of the time since launch on March 17, 2020

● Of visits to Brooklinema.gov during the week that BrooklineCOVID19.com launched, 
approximately 25% were from people looking for updates on COVID-19

● JGPR has published over 300 blog posts to BrooklineCOVID19.com, ranging from daily 
case number updates to major policy announcements and other news from the state and 
federal governments

● The cases page alone has had 130,000 visitors since launch, showing the appetite for 
up-to-date information among residents

● Other top viewed items center around testing, the face covering mandate and - lately - 
vaccines

● All of the information on the website is easily searchable, and up-to-date resources 
directly related to COVID-19 are presented front and center via the interactive menu

● As time has gone on, the site has expanded to include news not necessarily related to the 
pandemic, like early voting, town programs & initiatives, etc., which lays the foundation 
for the site to transition into a general town news blog in the post-COVID era



Results Documentation
BrooklineCOVID19.com Page Views

Brooklinema.gov redirects all COVID traffic to BrooklineCOVID19.com


